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The Federal Government offered great financial help for Energy
Conservations projects through the 2008 Extension of the Energy Policy
Act of 2005, known as EPAct. While this tax vehicle exists for
corporations to use as financial benefit on Energy Projects, few
understand how to access the calculations needed to utilize the program.
Uihlein Electric's Energy Solutions Group has consulted with companies,
and administered this benefit nation wide for Fortune 500 companies, as
well as local companies looking to take the maximum advantage of every
dollar towards Energy Reduction Projects.
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There also exist's a provision for Government Owned Building Owners to
take advantage of this same benefit. Learn how Cudahy High School
used this program to fund 23% (over $46,000.00) of project cost
upgrading their entire High School lighting system in addition to funding
from Focus On Energy

Mark Holter

Uihlein Electric created it's Energy Solutions group in the summer of 2008
as a way to help their customer base and new customers find successful
solutions to ever rising energy costs. Through creation of this group Uihlein
has developed Building Energy Usage Solutions that will help create and
author organizations energy strategy and define energy solutions for
existing and new buildings. Their success has been built on the rigorous
application of a five step "Energy Solutions Process". Starting with a
Planning session, their team will help look at your organization's goals and
your facility as the relate to; your core business, facility needs, finance and
environmental impact. Once your goals are understood, their team of
professionals will take you through Feasibility, Design, Implementation then
finish with Measurement and Verification to ensure that both energy
reduction and financial goals where realized.

Mark Holter, Director of Energy Solutions leads the group that seeks to
author real solutions that are financially viable and bring the best ROI to
their customer's and clients. With an extensive background in Electrical
Contracting, and a strong awareness of ever changing trends in Energy
Reductions Strategies, he has assembled a team of professionals to deal
with the entire Energy Spend for any building or environment.
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